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Welcome
Ladies and gentlemen,
I wish to welcome you to the 35th Annual Conference of the European Communities Trade Mark Association,
taking place in the City of Dubrovnik for the first time. This year’s intriguing topic of “Rogue Waves &
Crosswinds, Trade Marks in Motion“ announces an interesting and useful conference.
Dubrovnik is known to the whole world as a unique city monument,
with architectural and urban wealth providing evidence of a strong
cultural community existing in these areas for centuries. The city
of great culture and history already has a recognised cultural
significance in the region and the world, including the protection
of UNESCO. Today we are well-known for our activities of intense
international cooperation and our membership in numerous
European associations.
I am pleased that this year’s conference will be held in our ambient
City, teeming with creativity and artistic motives. I hope it will be
an inspiration to you in your successful activities within the 35th
Conference and I wish you a pleasant stay in Dubrovnik.

				

The Mayor of the City of Dubrovnik
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Andro Vlahušić

About Dubrovnik
Dubrovnik – more than a thousand years of history interweave with a myriad ways to discover its beauty.
There are many beautiful cities in the world, but of course the people of Dubrovnik claim theirs to be the
most beautiful.
Dubrovnik has a unique political and cultural lineage, of world-famous cultural heritage and beauty (it is
UNESCO-protected) – it is one of the most attractive cities in the Mediterranean.
Dubrovnik’s trade mark is without doubt its majestic City Walls which rise up from the sea, and is considered
to be one of the best preserved fortification systems in Europe.
Apart from its well-preserved cultural and historical heritage and outstanding natural beauty, Dubrovnik
also offers a high-quality hotel infrastructure and some breathtaking venues.
Our conference venue, the Valamar Lacroma hotel, is situated on the peninsula of Babin Kuk facing the
Elaphite islands - an archipelago of several islands of which only the main three are inhabited: Koločep,
Lopud and Šipan. They are an oasis for locals and guests who seek to escape the city in the hot summer
months.
The Valamar Lacroma and the other hotels within the resort are only a 10-minute bus ride from the
Old Town and a few minutes walking distance to the popular Lapad bay promenade, which is home to
numerous coffee shops, restaurants, bars, sports facilities and beaches.
We hope that after your stay in Dubrovnik you will agree with George Bernard Shaw’s immortal words: “If
you want to see heaven on Earth, come to Dubrovnik”.
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Welcome

Dear Colleagues,
A mere fourteen centuries old, DUBROVNIK is a young town compared to its older northern sisters of Split
or Trogir, whose history goes back to the Greek colonisation of more than two millennia ago. Dubrovnik’s
history begins in the 7th century on a rocky island where the remaining Roman citizens of the nearby city
of Epidaurum (today’s Cavtat) sought refuge from the invading Slavic tribe of Croats. Soon afterwards, the
narrow strait separating the island from the shore where the Croats settled was filled in and made into a
connecting street. Thereafter, the two cultures continued growing the settlement together and started the
history of a remarkable multicultural city whose later elements incorporated Turkish, French and Austrian
influences.
We are proud to welcome you to ECTA’s Annual Conference in June 2016 - only three years after Croatia
joined the European Union - to explore in person this fascinating story, which can be felt, heard, tasted and
carried back home as a lasting memory of a unique experience.
Our conference will be held on Babin Kuk, a peninsula beside the Dubrovnik port of Gruž, at the Lacroma
hotel and VALAMAR group resort that includes three to five star hotels, conference and recreational
facilities.
The Working Programme will start on Wednesday and finish on Friday with the emphasis on the cominginto-force of the EU legislative package trade mark reform. In a nod to the merchant history of Dubrovnik,
and the increased understanding of the importance of the trade mark reform necessary to reflect the
modern consumer and business needs, the topic of the 2016 ECTA has been titled Rogue Waves and
Crosswinds: Trade Marks in Motion.
There is no doubt that continuous intellectual property reforms have become a process rather than an
event, especially considering the ceaseless technological innovations and constant introduction of new
business models. Have we moved far beyond the jagged rocks of the Paris and Berne Conventions and
can new lands be seen on the horizon? The idea behind the chosen theme is to free the discourse the
IP profession has held for too many decades from the traditional mould and finally start exploring new
emerging possibilities. The abolition of the graphical representation of a trade mark application in the new
EU Trade mark Law is just one example.
Although storms are not included in our programme (we certainly don’t expect any at the end of June), the
contemporary climate may demonstrate its own opinion on the topic. Therefore, expect beach weather
but don’t be surprised by the occasional storm. Cherish the sea in any event!
We will start the conference on Wednesday, 22 June 2016, a Croatian National holiday celebrating the
anti-fascist uprising in 1941, and end it on Saturday 25 June, which is a holiday celebrating the Croatian
Statehood. The welcome reception will be held at the Copacabana beach, which is in the immediate vicinity
of the Lacroma hotel, and will consist of light snacks and entertainment with the focus on attendees getting
together and socialising in a wonderful location by the sea.
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After the working programme on Thursday, the evening event will be held at the Lazareti venue next to
the spectacular Dubrovnik city walls. Continuing the 1377 establishment of the World’s first quarantine
compound in the rapidly-globalising Dubrovnik Republic, the present day Lazareti building was started in
1590 and has been recently renovated. ECTA plans to host you at Lazareti with an evening of renaissance
and klapa (a cappella) music and performances. Within easy reach of the old town bars and restaurants, it
will be the ideal introduction to a romantic Dubrovnik night.
On the last night of the conference ECTA will host a gala farewell dinner at the hotel resort and dinner will
be accompanied by a performance of the renowned Croatian classic crossover group, 2Cellos.
Bearing in mind that Dubrovnik is neither a major administrative nor a business centre and that Croatians
dress informally for business during the summer, we recommend dressing down as the locals do for the
entire conference.
The excursions on Saturday will take you to Dubrovnik’s surroundings which were former territories of the
Dubrovnik Republic. One excursion will tour around the bread-basket of Dubrovnik: Konavle. Here you will
see the countryside that flows with wine and boasts local organic produce and specialities. Another tour
will take you to Dubrovnik’s enigmatic Lokrum island, a place where legend has it Richard the Lionheart
stopped on his way back from the Third Crusade in 1192.
There will also be opportunities to take city tours during the conference. The biggest prizes, however,
might be the quiet moments you will catch during respites from the ECTA Annual Conference, in exploring
the cobbled streets and steps of the old town and the hidden alleys that will give you snapshots of a past
you can feel and breathe. A most delightful place to ponder the issues of trade mark reform indeed!
Welcome to Dubrovnik! Dobrodošli!

F. Peter Müller ECTA President

Members of the Local Organizing Committee:

Mladen Vukmir 		

Carla Biancotti		

Davor Bošković
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Programme

Wednesday 22

08.00-18.30

REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION DESK - Exhibition Area

08.00-13.00

Committee Meetings (by invitation only)

08.00-09.00

Advisory Committee meeting - Kalamota

08.30-12.30

Internet Committee - Olipa 1-3 / HOTEL VALAMAR PRESIDENT

09.00-12.30

Design Committee - Olipa 4 / HOTEL VALAMAR PRESIDENT
Professional Affairs Committee - Nocturno Wine Bar

09.00-13.00
Anti-Counterfeiting Committee - Elafiti Conference Hall 3+4
		
Copyright Committee - Bokar
		Law Committee - Elafiti Conference Hall 2
10.00-13.00

Geographical Indications Committee - Asimon
Harmonization Committee - Elafiti 1

13.00-14.15
		
		
		
		

Membership and Disciplinary
Committee lunch meeting - Olipa 4 / HOTEL VALAMAR PRESIDENT
EUIPO-Link Committee lunch meeting - Kalamota
Publications Committee lunch meeting - Nocturno Wine Bar
WIPO-Link Committee lunch meeting - Restaurant Langusto

13.00-14.15
		

Lunch for Council and Committee Members
(by invitation only) - Main Hotel Restaurant

14.30-18.30

Council Meeting (by invitation only) - Elafiti Conference Hall 1

14.30-17.00

WORKSHOP: - Elafiti Conference Hall 3+4
Award of damages in trade mark cases:
Perspectives from the United States and the European Union

		Moderator: Annick Mottet Haugaard, ECTA Past President, Lydian, BE
		Speakers:
		US perspective, David Donahue, Partner, Litigation Department,
		
Fross Zelnick Lehrman and Zissu, PC, US
		Overview of the current situation in Europe, Paul Maier, Director of the EU
		
Observatory on infringements of intellectual property rights, EUIPO, ES
		UK perspective, Simon Miles, ECTA Legal Adviser, Solicitor and Registered Trade Mark 		
		
Attorney, Edwin Coe LLP London, UK
		German perspective, Dr. Richard Dissmann, Partner Bird & Bird, DE
		Spanish perspective, David Pellisé, Pellisé Abogados, ES
		Panel discussion
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17.00-17.30

Coffee break - Exhibition Area

17.30-18.30
		

EUIPO WORKSHOP: Classification strategies for the EU: HDB
and the new generation of classification tools - Elafiti Conference Hall 3+4

		Inge Buffolo, Deputy Director for European Trade Mark and Design Network
		
Operation Centre Area, Customer Services Department, EUIPO, ES
20.00-23.00

Welcome Reception – Copacabana Beach

		

Join us for an informal and relaxed evening by the sea with modern tunes and 		
local specialities served buffet-style.
The Copacabana Beach, which is in walking distance of the hotel complex, is located
just below the Valamar Resort and features a stunning view of the island of Daksa
and the Dubrovnik suspension bridge.

		Dress code: casual (high heels not recommended)
		
		
		

For guests who have difficulties walking a minivan shuttle service will be provided
from the hotels Valamar Lacroma & Valamar President
20.00-21.30 to Copacabana Beach
21.30-23.00 from Copacabana Beach
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Programme

Thursday 23

08.00-18.30

REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION DESK - Exhibition Area

08.30-09.00

Annual General Meeting - Elafiti Conference Hall

09.00-09.30

Welcome

F. Peter Müller, ECTA President, Müller Schupfner & Partner, DE
		Željko Raguž, Deputy Mayor, City of Dubrovnik
Ljiljana Kuterovac, Director General, Croatian State Intellectual Property Office, HR
Mladen Vukmir, ECTA Local Organising Committee, Vukmir & Associates, HR
Carla Biancotti, ECTA Local Organising Committee, Vukmir & Associates, HR
Davor Boskovic, ECTA Local Organising Committee, Producta Ltd., HR
Ruta Olmane, ECTA First Vice-President, METIDA Law Firm, LV
09.30-09.50

Keynote Speech

		Emil Tedeschi, President and Chief Executive Officer, ATLANTIC GRUPA D.D., HR
09.50-11.15

Latest IP News and Trends

		Moderator: Sozos-Christos Theodoulou ECTA Second Vice-President, The Law Offices
		
of Dr. Christos A. Theodoulou LLC, CY
		
EUIPO Update – EUTMDN, TM5 and more, António Campinos, Executive Director,
		EUIPO, ES
		EU Trade Mark Reform implementation, Dr. Michael Koenig, Deputy Head of Unit,
		
DG for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, Intellectual Property
		
and Fight Against Counterfeiting, European Commission, BE
		WIPO Update on Madrid, Hague and other Treaties, Àsta Valdimarsdòttir, Director,
		
Operations Division, Madrid Registry, Brands and Designs Sector, WIPO, CH
		EURID Update: Reputation economies and .eu, Marc van Wesemael,
		
General Manager, EURID, BE
		Discussion
11.15-11.30

COFFEE BREAK - Exhibition Area

11.30-13.00

1st Session: European Trade Mark Legislative Package

		Moderator: Dr. Max Oker-Blom, ECTA Secretary General,
		
Hanken School of Economics, FI
		Absolute grounds, Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Annette Kur, Max-Planck Institute, DE
		Examination, Anette Rasmussen, Vice-Chair of the ECTA EUIPO Link Committee, 		
		
Awapatent A/S, DK
		
		Filing strategies, Nastassia Saint-Séverin, Member of the ECTA Internet Committee,
		
Procter & Gamble International Operations SA., CH
		Discussion
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13.00-14.30

LUNCH - Main Hotel Restaurant & Nocturno Wine Bar

14.30-15.45

2nd Session: European Trade Mark Legislative Package

		Moderator: Imogen Wiseman, ECTA Council Member and member of the ECTA Law 		
		
Committee, F. J. Cleveland LLP, UK
		Changes in the areas of inter partes procedures and infringement, Dimitris Botis, 		
Deputy Director for Legal Affairs, International Cooperation &
Legal Affairs Department, EUIPO, ES
		Areas of practice affected by Implementing and Delegated Acts, Dimitris Botis, Deputy
Director for Legal Affairs, International Cooperation & Legal Affairs Department, EUIPO, ES
		Focus on relative grounds, Dr. Andreas Renck, Chair of the ECTA EUIPO Link
		
Committee, Hogan Lovells (Alicante) SL & Cia., ES
		Discussion
15.45-16.15

Coffee break - Exhibition Area

16.15-17.30
		

3rd Session: Anti-Counterfeiting and Enforcement – Impacts of the Trade Mark
Reform and more

		Moderator: Joe Cohen, Chair of the ECTA Anti-Counterfeiting Committee, Partner
		
Collyer Bristow LLP, solicitors, UK
		Storage and destruction costs, Sylvie Harding, Member of the ECTA Council			
		
and Anti-Counterfeiting Committee, CHANEL, FR
		Goods in transit, Ninoslav Babić, Senior Administrative Advisor,
		
Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Croatia, Customs Directorate, HR
		Enforcement Database, Nicole Semjevski, Observatory, EUIPO, ES
		Discussion
18.00-19.15

ECTA Committee Chairs meeting (by invitation only) - Asimon

20.00-24.00
		

A touch of Renaissance at the Lazareti Complex – one of the World’s			
first quarantine compounds.

		
		
		
		
		

In the past Dubrovnik was a crossroads of caravan routes due to its position as one
of the most popular and important trade ports on the Mediterranean Sea. To reduce
the risk of contracting the ever-present plague, the people of Dubrovnik built these
lazarettos, which served as isolation hospitals. Let us take you back to the 16th
century (but without the plague!), the golden age of the Dubrovnik Republic while
you sample traditional drinks and dishes served buffet-style.
Dress code: casual
19.45 Transfer from hotels Valamar Lacroma & Valamar President to Lazareti
Complex / Ploče Gate
22.00-24.00 Bus shuttle from Lazareti Complex / Ploče Gate to hotels Valamar
Lacroma & Valamar President
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Programme

Friday 24

08.00-18.30 REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION DESK - Exhibition Area
09.00-13.00 Parallel Sessions
09.00-11.00 4th Session: - Elafiti Conf. Hall 3+4
Copyright: Creating values and protecting them
- we are not alone
Moderator: Dr. Christian Freudenberg, Chair
of the ECTA Copyright Committee, Schomerus &
Partner StB/RAe/WP, DE
Copyrights in the EU, Anna Herold, Member
of Cabinet, Cabinet of Günther H. Oettinger,
Commissioner for Digital Economy & Society,
European Commission, BE
Anti-piracy-issues and strategies from the point of
view of the copyright industry,
Dr. Florian Drücke, Managing Director,
Bundesverband Musikindustrie (German
Federation of the Music Industry, German national
group of the International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry, IFPI), DE

09.00-11.00 5th Session: - Elafiti Conf. Hall 1+2
Prior Right Agreements
– pitfalls and ploys
Moderator: Peter Lukácsi, Chair of the ECTA
Professional Affairs Committee, SBGK Patent
and Law Offices, HU
Industry perspective, Dr. Clemens Heusch,
Head of European Litigation, Nokia, DE
Practitioner’s perspective: Dr. Tobias Dolde,
Member of the ECTA Harmonization
Committee, Noerr Alicante IP, S.L., ES

Exceptions vs. fair use, Prof. Niklas Bruun, Hanken
School of Economics, FI
Discussion
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Discussion Roundtable

11.00-11.30 COFFEE BREAK - Exhibition Area
11.30-13.00 6th Session: - Elafiti Conf. Hall 3+4
From Europe to China: IP Key, the Chinese Trade
Mark reform and other related IP matters

11.30-13.00 7th Session: - Elafiti Conf. Hall 1+2
WIPO – How to file a global trade mark
without national objections

Moderator: Michele Ferrante, Member of the
ECTA Anti-Counterfeiting Committee, Ferrante
Intellectual Property, CN

Moderator: Judit Lantos, ECTA Council
Member and Chair of the WIPO Link
Committee, Sár and Partners - Danubia Patent
and Law Office LLC, HU

10 years of IPR Working Group: The work so far and
the challenges for the future, Jorg Weberndorfer,
Policy Officer IPR – China, Hong Kong, Macao,
Mongolia, Taiwan, European Commission, BE

WIPO e-services, including Global Brand
Database, Glenn Mac Stravic, Head Brand
Database Section, WIPO, CH

The Chinese Trade mark Law: Overview and recent
amendments, Paul Ranjard, Chair of the EU
Chamber of Commerce in China’s IPR Working
Group, Representative of Unifab, and Of Counsel
at Wan Hui Da IP Firm, CN

Classification questions: Is worldwide
harmonization of classification achievable?
Àsta Valdimarsdòttir, Director, Operations
Division, Madrid Registry, Brands and Designs
Sector, WIPO, CH

Current challenges in trade mark practice and
application in China: Thomas Jullien, China
Representative of the Conseil Interprofessionnel
du Vin de Bordeaux (Bordeaux Wine Council), HK

Experience in building brands in a transitional
economy, Johannes Waldinger, CEO and
Managing Director, TOMTEC Imaging Systems
GmbH, DE

Discussion

Discussion
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Programme

Friday 24

13.00-14.30

LUNCH - Main Hotel Restaurant & Nocturno Wine Bar

14.30-15.30

8th Session: Rogue Waves and Crosswinds - Elafiti Conference Hall
The past and the future of intangible assets in a digital, networked world,
Mladen Vukmir, ECTA Council Member, Vukmir & Associates, HR
Additional thoughts

15.30-17.00

9th Session: Case Law Update - Elafiti Conference Hall
Moderator: Prof. Dr. Alexander von Mühlendahl, ECTA Honorary Member, Bardehle
Pagenberg Partnerschaft, DE
Infringement under Article 5(1)(a) of the Directive and effect on the functions of the trade
mark, Mr. Justice Arnold, Judge of the Chancery Division of the High Court England
and Wales
EUIPO BoA Case Law Update, Christoph Bartos, Member of the Boards of Appeal,
EUIPO, ES
Case Law Review, Fabio Angelini, ECTA Council Member and Vice-Chair of the
Copyright Committee, De Simone and Partners, IT
Discussion

17.00-17.15

Summary, Ruta Olmane, ECTA First Vice-President, METIDA Law Firm, LV

17.15-17.45

Closing Reception

19.00-23.00

Drinks Reception & Gala Dinner at the Valamar Resort

19:00		

Drinks Reception - Lobby Bar Terrace Hotel Valamar Lacroma

		
After a drinks reception on the Lobby Bar Terrace of the hotel Valamar Lacroma, we
		
invite you to an elegant gala dinner featuring the internationally renowned Croatian
		
duo 2Cellos performing contemporary songs with a unique twist at our special ECTA
		
gala dinner venue just across from hotel Valamar Lacroma.
		
		
Dress code: smart (black tie / suit)
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Accompanying Person’s Programme

Thursday 23 June
OLD TOWN SIGHTSEEING incl. Dubrovnik House
The Old Town of Dubrovnik, which is on UNESCO’s list of cultural heritage sites, is surrounded by ramparts and fortresses and is truly a unique architectural and cultural masterpiece.
A pleasant walk along the “Stradun” promenade and through the narrow streets will make you feel like
you have stepped back in time.
During a small break in the tour, you will have the chance to taste typical local liquors in the “Dubrovačka
Kuća” (Dubrovnik House) art gallery.
“Dubrovačka Kuća” is one of a kind - a 3-storey Dubrovnik stone house dating back to the 14th century.
Besides art from mostly locally and nationally famous Croatian artists, Dubrovačka Kuća features a special selection of souvenirs and authentic Dubrovnik products.
Lunch will be served at the Klarisa restaurant in the beautiful atrium of the St. Claire monastery.
Pick-up: 10.00 @ the lobby of the Valamar LACROMA hotel
Return: approx. 14.30 @ Valamar LACROMA
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Friday 24 June
KONAVLE TRADITIONS
You will be transferred to the Konavle region – the “breadbasket” of Dubrovnik - where we invite you to a
morning full of tradition and local food specialties.
Having arrived at an authentic water mill dating back to the times of the Dubrovnik Republic, you will be
welcomed by girls dressed in national costume who will serve typical local drinks and figs.
On the premises around the mill an arts & crafts market will be exhibited by locals who are all in one
way or another keeping the rich Konavle traditions alive. See the arts of traditional embroidery, ceramics,
stonecutting and basketbraiding.
As well as a demonstration of the workings of the water mill, you will also see a fully reconstructed fulling
mill which performs the process of pounding and cleansing textiles, a crucial step in the making of national costumes and other clothes 500 years ago.
A short distance along the river Ljuta we arrive at the Konavoski Dvori restaurant, where time definitely
feels like it has stood still. Enjoy the natural surroundings of this restaurant while having lunch on the
beautiful terrace.
Pick-up: 10.00 @ the lobby of the Valamar LACROMA hotel
Return: approx. 14.30 @ Valamar LACROMA
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Saturday Excursions

Saturday 25 June
RIVIERA CRUISE & LOKRUM ISLAND
We start with a transfer from the hotel to the port of Gruz where we board a traditional “Trabakula” ship
for a cruise around the peninsula of Lapad, along the City Walls which majestically rise from the sea and
towards the island of Lokrum.
Accompanied by professional guides you will discover more about the island during a pleasant walking
tour.
The first mention of Lokrum was in 1023, in connection with the founding of its Benedictine abbey and
monastery. According to legend, Richard the Lionheart was cast ashore here after being shipwrecked in
1192 while returning from the Crusades. The vow he made to build a church on the spot where he came
ashore should he be saved was kept at least in part: although he did come ashore on Lokrum, at the request of the people of Dubrovnik he agreed to have the church built in the city itself.
Besides a small botanical garden, there is a fortress called Fort Royal on top of the island. Built in the shape
of a star by the French in 1806 it gives marvellous views of Dubrovnik, Cavtat and the islands. In 1964
the island of Lokrum was declared a Managed Nature Reserve, and in 1976 a Special Forest Vegetation
Reserve.
The name of our lunch venue “Paradise Corner” says it all - enjoy a Mediterranean style lunch in the invigorating lush green vegetation that surrounds you.
Pick-up: 09.30 @ the lobby of the Valamar LACROMA hotel.
Return: approx. 15.00 @ Old Town
approx. 16.00 @ Valamar LACROMA
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Saturday 25 June
KONAVLE WINES & CAVTAT
A short drive along the southern coast of Dubrovnik takes us to the little village Komaji, home of the Crvik
family who produce some of the finest wines in the Dubrovnik area.
After a warm welcome you have the opportunity to sample local wines while enjoying the beautiful view
over the vineyards.
From Komaji we continue to the home of the Brajkovic family, another representative of the wine community in Konavle.
Finally, we end our tour with a visit to Cavtat. The old town of Cavtat is situated on the southern slopes of
the Rat peninsula, in the immediate vicinity of Dubrovnik and the airport. Also known as ancient Epidaurum, it is a popular destination with an attractive blend of old and more contemporary architecture.
Cavtat is also home to the Leut restaurant, a respected venue known throughout the region where we end
our tour with a delicious lunch. It has been run by the Bobic family for over 40 years and is located directly
on the sea shore, hidden under fresh pine trees and overlooking the gorgeous Cavtat bay.
Pick-up: 10.00 @ the lobby of the Valamar LACROMA hotel
Return: approx. 16.00 @ Valamar LACROMA
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Accommodation

HOTEL VALAMAR LACROMA
DUBROVNIK ****
Iva Dulčića 34
20 000 Dubrovnik
http://www.valamar.com/en/hotels-dubrovnik/
valamar-lacroma-dubrovnik-hotel
Official conference venue

HOTEL VALAMAR DUBROVNIK
PRESIDENT *****
Iva Dulčića 142
20 000 Dubrovnik
http://www.valamar.com/en/hotels-dubrovnik/
valamar-dubrovnik-president-hotel

HOTEL VALAMAR ARGOSY ****
Iva Dulčića 140
20 000 Dubrovnik
http://www.valamar.com/en/hotels-dubrovnik/argosyhotel

HOTEL TIRENA ***
Iva Dulčića 36
20 000 Dubrovnik
http://www.valamar.com/en/hotels-dubrovnik/tirenahotel
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1

HOTEL VALAMAR LACROMA DUBROVNIK ****

2

HOTEL VALAMAR DUBROVNIK PRESIDENT *****

3

HOTEL VALAMAR ARGOSY ****

4

HOTEL TIRENA ***

5

COPACABANA BEACH - ECTA WELCOME RECEPTION

6

ECTA GALA DINNER

2

3
5

1

4
6
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General Information

CONFERENCE ORGANIZER

LOCAL ORGANIZING AGENCY

ECTA Secretariat
Rue des Colonies, 18-24
BE-1000 Brussels, Belgium
Office +32 2 513 5285
Fax +32 2 5130914
registration@ecta.org

360°incentives & MoRe
DMC / PCO
Cira Carica 3
HR-20000 Dubrovnik, Croatia
Office +385 20 641 100
Fax +385 20 641 101
info@360incentivesandmore.com

VENUE
Hotel Valamar Lacroma Dubrovnik
Iva Dulčića 34
20 000 Dubrovnik
Tel.: + 385 20 44 91 00

DATES
The ECTA conference will take place from Wednesday 22 June to Saturday 25 June 2016.
ECTA Council and Commitee Meetings will be held on Wednesday 22 June 2016.

REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION DESK
The desk for registration and distribution of documents will be located in the conference center of Hotel
Valamar Lacroma Dubrovnik and will be open as follows:
Tuesday 21 June		

14.00 – 18.30

Wednesday 22 June		

08.00 – 18.30

Thursday 23 June		

08.00 – 18.30

Friday 24 June			

08.00 – 18.30

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
The official language of the ECTA Conference is English. No simultaneous translation will be offered.

SOCIAL EVENTS
ECTA requests that during the entire period (Wednesday 22 to Saturday 25 June 2016) no other nonofficial conference events should be arranged.
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BADGE
Delegates, guests and accompanying persons are requested to wear their identification badges at all times
during the conference.

EDUCATIONAL CREDITS
ECTA is an authorised course provider for:
UK Solicitors Regulation Authority Accredited (ref. DBL/ECTA), UK
UK Bar Standards Board Accredited, UK
CNF, (Consiglio Nazionale Forense), IT
Swedish IP Attorney Association, SE
Romanian Bar Association (A participation certificate should be filed)
German Bar Association in principle appropriate to 15FAO, DE
ECTA consistently provides high level educational content sessions during annual meetings for attendees
working in various fields of trade mark and design law. Please check with your local authorities if these
sessions are recognized as credit points in your respective country. Certificates of attendance will be
available upon request after the conference from the ECTA Secretariat (ecta@ecta.org).

TRAVEL TO DUBROVNIK
Dubrovnik airport is well connected with the city of Dubrovnik by shuttle bus which departs after the arrival
of every scheduled flight. A one-way ticket costs 40KN (6 EUR).
The shuttle bus stop is located just outside the arrivals terminal on the right hand side.
From the airport to Dubrovnik the bus stops at the Pile Gate bus station and the main bus station in Gruž
where you can either take a local bus or taxi to your hotel.
The taxi fare from Dubrovnik airport to Dubrovnik town is approx. 35 EUR.
The taxi ride from the airport to the city takes approx. 30 minutes.
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General Information

TAXI COMPANIES
Dubrovnik Radio Taxi
Tel.: +385 20 41 14 11
Blue Taxi
Tel.: + 385 20 33 22 22

TIME DIFFERENCE
UTC/GMT +1 hour

CLIMATE
The climate in Dubrovnik is typically Mediterranean with mild, rainy winters and hot, dry summers. In the
summer months the temperature averages between 25-35 degrees Celsius. The sun shines about 7.2
hours per day and at the end of June the sun sets around 8:30 PM.
The average sea temperature is between 18 to 24 degrees Celsius with sea salinity being approx. 38%.

NATIONAL HOLIDAYS
During the conference Croatia will celebrate two national holidays. 22 June is the Anti-Fascist Resistance
Day, while on 25 June Croatians celebrate their Statehood Day. There will be no special celebrations but
all the state offices, banks and post offices will be closed. Some shops may be closed or have reduced
working hours.
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CURRENCY
The currency in Croatia is the Kuna (KN). Even though we are a part of the EU we are not a member of the
monetary union so it is against the law to accept EURO in our country. Although sometimes guests can
pay by EURO (for accommodation or taxis) no business/individual is obliged to accept EURO as payment.
Currency can be exchanged in banks, exchange and post offices or hotel receptions. You can also use
ATMs to withdraw kunas.
1 EUR = approx. 7.5 KN
*Croatian coins come in denominations of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 Lipa and 1, 2, 5 Kuna. Notes (paper money)
come in denominations of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 Kuna.

BANKS
Most banks are open Monday to Friday from 08:00 to 19:00. During the weekends banks are open from
08:00 to 12:00. ATMs (cash machines) are available 24/7 in many places and accept international bank
cards.

CREDIT CARDS
Most hotels, restaurants, bars and shops will accept major credit cards such as American Express, Diners,
VISA and MasterCard. Taxis may accept credit cards but it is advisable to have cash.

ELECTRICITY
The normal electric current in Croatia is 220 volts, 50hz. Plugs are European Continental two-pin. Electrical
appliances from the US/UK require a transformer and/or an adapter.

INTERNET
The internet in Croatia in general is widely available and broadband services are now very commonplace,
as well as being pretty fast. Internet cafes are becoming less and less popular but you may still find some.
Guests will find Wi-Fi in public places but these are often secure networks which require a password.

SMOKING
Croatia has a strict non-smoking policy and smoking is prohibited inside public places, such as restaurants
and hotels. Bars, however, have the option of being smoking or non-smoking venues.
A small sign at the cafe or bar will indicate if smoking is allowed. Some places offer a designated room for
smokers - otherwise smoking is only allowed outdoors.
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Company Name:

Verlag C.H. BECK oHG
Booth No. 3

Company Description:

C.H.BECK, established in 1763, is one of the great names among German publishing companies –
and one of the richest in tradition. With more than 9,000 available titles including many electronic
publications, with about 70 professional journals and an annual production of up to 1,500 new
publications and new editions, C.H.BECK publishing company also ranks in the top tier in terms of
quantity among German publishers of books and magazines. The company also owns a modern
printing facility along with a type-setting and multimedia publishing department as well as an own
logistic and distribution centre. The Beck Group with a total of around 2,000 employees is completed
by “Schweitzer Fachinformationen”, a chain of specialized bookshops, and by still a few more professional publishing companies located in other German cities and abroad.

Contact Details:

Verlag C.H.BECK oHG
Beck International
Wilhelmstrasse 9
80801 Munich, Germany
Phone: +49 89 381 89 0
Fax: + 49 89 381 89 761

Website:

www.beck.de

Company Name:

China IP Magazine (Hurrymedia)
Booth No. 5

Company Description:

China IP, a magazine comprehensively reporting developments of Chinese IP industry and serving
IP professionals in enterprises. Since its establishment in 2004, China IP had been dedicated to
forwarding the IP voice of China worldwide. To date, with the core products of the Chinese monthly
magazine and English bi-monthly magazine, our products range from International IP Law Firms
directory to news papers, websites, e-magazines, IP Weekly, Wechat, Weibo, conferences and forums,
researches and surveys, etc.

Contact Details:

7F Zhongguancun Intellectual Property Building A,
No.21 Haidian South Road, Haidian District,
Beijing 100080, China
Phone: +86 10-5218 8229 / +86 10-5218 8231
Fax: +86 10-6515 9811
Email: chinaip@hurrymedia.com
Europe: yingyan.lu@hurrymedia.com
China: vivien.hou@hurrymedia.com’

Website:

www.chinaipmagazine.com/en/

Company Name:

Corsearch
Booth No. 8

Company Profile:

Trademark Research Services

Company Description:

Corsearch is the world’s leading provider of tools and services for trademark and digital brand solutions. Rated #1 in quality in every category of trademark search by World Trademark Review’s most
recent global survey of trademark practitioners, Corsearch is known for powerhouse innovation and
laser-focus on speeding workflows of busy practitioners.

Contact Details:

Europe: +32 (0) 2 302 90 00
United Kingdom: +44 (0)800 840 1754
United States: 1 800 SEARCH 1™ (800 732 7241)

Website:

www.corsearch.com

Company Name:

Darts-ip
Booth No. 6

Company Profile:

The Global IP Case Law Database

Company Description:

Darts-ip is the largest IP case law database and the only global one. We help lawyers, judges, IP attorneys, business analysts, and in-house counsels find cases that matter.
Our tools also bring a new dimension to case law data which allows our clients to also gain global IP
insight.
Darts-ip collects decisions daily and currently has over 2,400,000 cases from over 2945 courts located
in 67 different countries.

Website:

www.darts-ip.com
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Company Name:

Dennemeyer & Co
Booth No. 9

Company Description:

Dennemeyer Group has over five decades of experience in delivering timely, quality intellectual property services. With offices on four continents and ten time zones, we meet your large-scale assignment needs while delivering unmatched local expertise. Dennemeyer is ISO:90001 certified.
Key service areas include, trademark renewals, patent annuities, recordals, IP management software,
TM filing and watch/search services and more. DIAMS iQ, our IP management software, is of modular
design and fully adaptable to your orga¬nization‘s particular needs.
Working in unison with Dennemeyer & Associates, we provide experienced patent and trademark
attorneys who are able to offer the full range of legal services relating to intellectual assets.
Whether you represent a corporation or a law firm, Dennemeyer’s services will help you maximize
the value of your IP assets while mitigating portfolio risk factors.

Contact Details:

55, rue des Bruyères
L-1274 Howald, Luxembourg
Phone : +352 49 98 41 1
Fax : +352 49 98 41 999
e-Mail : info@dennemeyer.com

Website:

Visit www.dennemeyer.com.
Visit our booth to learn more about our services and DIAMS iQ - the industry’s most innovative IP
Software.

Company Name:

Envoy International
Booth No. 2

Company Description:

Combining first-class service and an innovative online solution, Envoy offers a fully customisable
renewals and annuities payment solution. Designed to minimize the administrative burden for law
firms, patent attorneys and corporates, our global solution provides an efficient way to manage your
trademark and patent portfolios. We provide all associated forms, such as for IP recordals and PoA.
And our low trade mark renewal fees mean that you could benefit from cost reductions too. Visit
Envoy on Stand 2 and find out how you could optimize cost savings for your firm.

Contact Details:

enquiries@envoyrenewals.com

Website:

www.envoyrenewals.com

Company Name:

PPro The Internet
Booth No. 1

Company Profile:

Online Intellectual Property Magazine

Company Description:

IPPro The Internet is the key resource for professionals who enforce, protect and promote IP online.
It covers the entire spectrum of intellectual property as it relates to the internet, from trademark
infringement cases to the increasingly complex domain name space. It reports the news as it happens and provides analysis from industry experts who are on the inside and outside of key industry
developments.
IPPro The Internet’s key areas: patent, trademark and copyright infringement; trademark and patent
filings; technology licensing; online counterfeiting; domain name developments and disputes; new
gTLDs; social media developments and disputes; brand promotion through online advertising and
social media; regulatory developments; IP office developments; and IP technology.

Contact Details:

Carlos Northon, Associate Publisher
+44 (0) 203-750-6022
carlosnorthon@ipprotheinternet.com
Mark Dugdale, Editor
+44 (0) 203-750-6022
editor@ipprotheinternet.com
@IPPro_Tweets

Website:

www.ipprotheinternet.com
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Company Name:

SMD Group
Booth No. 7

Company Profile:

Trademark Searching and Monitoring – Worldwide

Company Description:

SMD Group has its core competencies in searching and monitoring of intellectual property rights:
trademarks, company names, industrial designs, patents and utility models, domain names, titles
and slogans. With additional services we are able to meet customers’ specific needs; such as
trademark administration or domain management for example. We also provide sophisticated and
user-friendly products and applications in order to assist IP professionals in their daily work with
intellectual property rights. For example, we offer a very comfortable trademark search software.
The subsidiary SMD Benelux is specialised in trademark searches with legal opinion (i-Search). The
legal opinions are provided by experienced trademark attorneys and IP professionals in the relevant
jurisdiction. Each legal opinion is based on a comprehensive search. This service is very attractive
and useful for companies and law firms when managing naming projects in countries abroad. SMD
Benelux draws on a network of more than 360 reliable, independent local lawyers worldwide.
In addition, we offer current information on trademarks and trademark law. On our SMD Country
Index website for example, you will find details on trademark laws and regulations for almost every
country in the world.

Contact Details:
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SMD Group | Schutz Marken Dienst GmbH
Manhagener Allee 76a
22926 Ahrensburg
Germany
mail@smd-group.info
Phone: + 49 4102 8048 0
Fax: + 49 4102 8048 35

Website:

www.smd-group.info

Company Name:

Thomson Compumark / Thomson Reuters
Booth No.13

Company Description:

Thomson Reuters is the world’s leading source of intelligent information for businesses and professionals. Thomson CompuMark, a business unit of Thomson Reuters, provides the industry’s broadest range of trademark research and brand protection solutions. We enable trademark and brand
professionals worldwide to launch, expand and protect strong brands through unmatched global
content, expert analysis and tools, and best-in-class service.

Contact Details:

BELGIUM (MAIN OFFICE EUROPE)
Uitbreidingstraat 72 – 5
2600 Antwerp, Belgium
Phone + 32 2 200 89 98
Fax + 32 3 220 73 90
compumark.be@thomsonreuters.com

Website:

www.trademarks.thomsonreuters.com/?cid=98

Company Name:

The Trademark Lawyer Magazine
Booth No. 11

Company Profile:

First published in May 2013 The Trademark Lawyer Magazine has quickly established itself as a ‘need
to read’ publication for international trademark and branding professionals.
Published bi-monthly in both hard copy and electronically via the latest page turning software The
Trademark Lawyer Magazine is seen by over 5,500 trademark, branding and marketing professionals
around the world.
The readership is mainly split between in-house counsel and private practice; however our readership also covers branding experts, senior marketers and ‘C’ suite executives. The Trademark Lawyer
Magazine is written and advised by an esteemed panel of international trademark experts and guest
writers who provide up to date information on trademark law and branding issues.
The Trademark Lawyer Magazine is 100% focused on trademarks and is not diluted with generic IP
articles and features.
The Trademark Lawyer Magazine has bonus distribution at many of the popular IP events

Website:

www.trademarklawyermagazine.com

Company Name:

World Intellectual Property Organization
Booth No. 10

Company Description:

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) is the global forum for intellectual property
policy, services, information and cooperation.
A specialized agency of the United Nations, WIPO assists its 188 member states in developing a
balanced international IP legal framework to meet society’s evolving needs. It provides business
services for obtaining IP rights in multiple countries - such as the PCT System (for patents), the MadridSystem (for trademarks), the Hague System (for designs) and the Lisbon System (for geographical
indications) - and for resolving disputes out of the court (the Arbitration and Mediation Center). It
delivers capacity-building programs to help developing countries benefit from using IP. And it gives
free access to unique knowledge banks of IP information, including PATENTSCOPE, the Global Brand
Database and the Global Design Database.

Website:

www.wipo.int
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Company Name:

World Trademark Review
Booth No. 12

Company Description:

World Trademark Review is the world’s only independent daily news and information service dedicated to the issues that matter to international trademark professionals. In addition to a daily email
bulletin, each issue of the magazine provides in-depth coverage of industry trends, considers the
strategic application of trademarks and presents interviews with leading industry personalities.

Contact Details:

World Trademark Review
Globe Business Media Group
New Hibernia House, Winchester Walk
London SE1 9AG
United Kingdom
Tel + 44 207 734 06 06
Fax + 44 207 234 08 08
Email info@worldtrademarkreview.com

Website:

www.worldtrademarkreview.com

Long awaited – Comprehensive
Commentaries on CTMR and CDR.

Hasselblatt
Community Trade Mark Regulation –
A Commentary
Hardbound, XXV, 1,600 pp,
€ 370.00
ISBN 978-3-406-65587-6

Hasselblatt
Community Design Regulation –
A Commentary
Hardbound, XXII, 1,018 pp,
€ 300.00
ISBN 978-3-406-65588-3
Both title in one box:
€ 598,–. You safe more than € 70,–.
ISBN 978-3-406-67286-6
More information:
http://international.beck-shop.de

Both Commentaries

Each Commentary contains:

give a detailed article-by-article
analysis of the Regulations and their
enforcement in each Member State of
the European Union. The commentaries provide an account of current
reform plans of the EU Commission,
give a historical overview, show the
main features and underlying principles, and analyse each provision
with due regard to the case law of
the European courts and the supreme
courts of the Member States.

■

comments in English

■

an article-by-article commentary

■

a thorough analysis of the measures under Enforcement Directive
2004/48/EC

■

a detailed overview on the out-ofcourt- and litigation practice in all
28 Member States (6-8 pages per
country written by experts from
the respective jurisdiction)

■

comprehensive table of cases cited
throughout the commentaries

»The commentaries are written ‚by
practitioners for practitioners‘ […]
deserving a place on the bookshelf
of any professional or student interested in the Community trade mark and
design system.«
António Campinos, President, OHIM
(Foreword to both Commentaries)

Please order at your bookseller´s or at: beck-shop.de | Verlag C.H.BECK oHG | 80791 München | Fax: +49 (0) 89/381 89-750 | bestellung@beck.de | 164158
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Rated #1 in every category as a Trademark Search Provider in World Trademark
Review’s current Global Trademark Services Study*, Corsearch continues to break new ground
in research services — now with trademark litigation analysis market leader, Darts-ip!
*World Trademark Review, Issue 53, February / March 2015.

Corsearch has partnered with Darts-ip
to streamline practitioner workflows
by integrating an automated litigation
risk assessment within the trademark
research process

|

www.corsearch.com | www.darts-ip.com

Corsearch is proud to be sponsoring the ECTA 35th Annual
Conference in Dubrovnik, Croatia.
Contact us today to learn how our full suite of trademark clearance,
monitoring, and brand protection solutions can help you.

www.corsearch.com/goto/protect

Yet again, Darts-ip reinvents the
game. Stay tuned.
Darts-ip is the largest IP case law database and the only global one.
We help lawyers, judges, IP attorneys, business analysts, and in-house counsels find cases
that matter. Our tools also bring a new dimension to case law data which allows our clients
to also gain global IP insight.
Darts-ip collects decisions daily and currently has over 2,400,000 cases from over 2945
courts and offices located in 67 different countries.
And more innovaion is coming.

More information: www.darts-ip.com
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Your local contact for all intellectual property services:
worldwide - around the clock
All your IP matters will be handled by a single, dedicated Dennemeyer contact, while more complex tasks may be
managed by a team of experts and offices worldwide.
AUSTRALIA • BRAZIL • CHINA • CROATIA • FRANCE • GERMANY • JAPAN • LUXEMBOURG • POLAND • ROMANIA • SWITZERLAND • UAE • UK • US
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Learn more:
http://www.dennemeyer.com/contact/

Looking for a tailored renewals solution
that ﬁts your needs?
Meet our specialist team on Stand 2 at ECTA 2016 to see how we can help.
• Fully customisable renewals and annuities payment solution
• Minimize your admin burden
• Reduce costs with our low fees
• Save time and administration with our easy to use online system
enquiries@envoyrenewals.com
+44 (0)141 241 6250 (UK & Europe)
+1–888–249–1726 (Tollfree US/Canada)

© 2016 Envoy International Ltd.
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www.ipprotheinternet.com

www.ippropatents.com

Sent straight to your inbox

Printed conference specials

Dedicated news and features

Expert commentary and opinions

Fortnightly, 25 issues per year

No subscription—free to receive

Editor: Mark Dugdale
editor@ipprotheinternet.com

Associate publisher: Carlos Northon
carlosnorthon@ipprotheinternet.com

PERSONAL.
COMPETENT.
RELIABLE.
SMD Group. Your First Choice for
Trademark Searching and Monitoring.

Since 1949, we have been providing first class searching and monitoring with regard to trademarks, industrial
designs, patents, company names, domain names, titles etc. Meanwhile our portfolio has grown organically
to embrace a wide range of related products and services. With regard to these we place great importance
on a comprehensive, competent and flexible client support. Personal dedication and customer-oriented
thinking are essential for maintaining our present position and for us to continue to be a leader in business.
SMD Group I Germany I The Netherlands I USA I mail@smd.group.info I www.smd-group.info

Less Risk for
More Brands

Mitigating brand risk is
now easy and affordable

Introducing TM go365

TM

Why take chances by clearing brands using web searches or low cost,
inaccurate tools? Now there’s a better solution: TM go365™.
It’s a revolutionary, new self-service clearance solution that gives you
the power to search word and image marks quickly and cost-effectively.
Get results in seconds. Reduce brand risk with trusted content. Clear more
brands while protecting your budget.
Learn more about TM go365™ at trademarks.thomsonreuters.com/tmgo365

THOMSON COMPUMARK

GREAT IDEAS NEED
PROTECTING

www.trademarklawyermagazine.com
Tel: +44 (0)207 112 8862
Email: chris@ctclegalmedia.com

Global
Brand
Database
www.wipo.int/branddb

A free, public resource for
searching trademark and other
brand information

1 image = 1000 words

Upload an image to search for visually similar brands

Search features:
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

powerful, fast & flexible in 14 data fields
interactive & dynamic with immediate feedback
“fuzzy”, phonetic and word-stem matches
automatic suggestion of matches
easy search of US or Vienna image class
by description
full boolean, proximity and range options
unlimited, customizable results browsing
saved searches and record sets
instant, graphical data analysis

Collections:

Simultaneous search in over 25 million international and national records
of 30 sources and growing…

International WIPO:

Madrid Trademark Registrations; Lisbon Appellations of Origin;
Article 6ter emblems

National:

Algeria; Australia; Brunei; Cambodia; Canada; Denmark; Egypt; Estonia;
European Union; Germany; Indonesia; Israel; Japan; Laos; Mexico;
Moldova; Morocco; New Zealand; Oman; Papua New Guinea; Philippines;
Republic of Korea; Singapore; Switzerland; Tonga; United Arab Emirates
and United States of America

Subscribe now to
World Trademark Review
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www.WorldTrademarkReview.com

Disney
powers up
How the Star Wars acquisition
helped Walt Disney become the
world’s most powerful brand
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